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Practice of community 
 
Community-based fishery management helps Bangladeshis control overfishing and 
restore productivity to freshwater capture fisheries 
 
 
Bangladesh is known globally for its catastrophic floods, which sometimes submerge 
more than half of this low-lying country. Not so well known abroad is that a fifth of 
Bangladesh is submerged in an ordinary wet season, annually turning vast areas of 
cropland into shallow freshwater lakes of various kinds. A beel is a marshy, relatively 
small, eroded depression common across the country. A haor is a larger freshwater “sea” 
in a tectonic depression typical of the northeast, which may have, even throughout the dry 
season, a permanent beel at its lowest point. A baor or jheel is the remains of a river that 
has changed course, often an oxbow lake that resulted when a meander became orphaned. 
These are typically found in the southwest — and are sometimes called beels. 
 
These quicksilver definitions hint at the complexity of managing the use of land, water 
and fishery resources in a landscape this … well, fluid. By tradition, a beel fishery is the 
common property of the residents of its surrounding villages — landowners and landless 
alike. In the dry season, the fields in the beel revert to their owners, most of whom use 
them to grow rice. 
 
The system allows year-round use of the beel but is a recipe for conflicts of interest. Over 
the years, the government has built bunds, sluices and canals to stabilize the extent of 
beels, avert village flooding and allow a degree of water management. Landowners 
typically want beels drained as early as possible to speed the transition to agriculture. 
Fishers naturally want to maintain beel flooding to lengthen the fishing season. Landless 
farm laborers may be torn between extending the life of the fishery commons and 
draining the beel so they can start to earn income preparing and planting rice paddies. 
 
High population growth has added the complication of overfishing. A system of licensing 
access to fisheries in 12,000 government-owned water bodies can exacerbate overfishing 
if leases are short and oriented toward raising revenues, as this discourages leaseholders 
from exploiting fisheries responsibly or investing in improvements. 
 
To improve fishery management and productivity, the WorldFish Center and the 
Department of Fisheries implemented the Community-Based Fisheries Management 
(CBFM) Project with funding from the Ford Foundation from 1994 to 1999 and the 
United Kingdom’s Department for International Development from 2001 to 2007. Since 
2008, WorldFish has applied the lessons learned in CBFM in the broader Integrated 
Protected Area Co-Management Project, funded by the United States Agency for 
International Development and led by International Resources Group. The 5-year project 
promotes and institutionalizes the integrated collaborative management of protected areas 



in both terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems, including national parks, wildlife sanctuaries, 
game reserves, wetland and fish sanctuaries, and other ecologically critical areas. 
 
The two phases of the CBFM Project raised annual fish production per hectare by 12-
29% on average, depending on the habitat type. Fish abundance increased by 17% per 
year, while experimental control sites without CBFM experienced continued significant 
declines. Fish biodiversity improved by as much as 70%. While income improvement 
from 2002 to 2006 was similar in CBFM and control communities, CBFM fishers 
increased their earnings from fishing by an average of 21%, or 6 percentage points more 
than other fishers. 
 
Mohammad Matiar Rahman knows the benefits of CBFM. The 32-year-old secretary of 
the Chapandaha Community-based Fisheries Cooperative Society in northwest 
Bangladesh credits the concept and project with transforming Chapandaha Beel from a 
degraded fishery that earned no cash income into one that annually earns each of the 49 
member households in the three surrounding communities $260-290.  
 
The father of two girls, aged 8 and 1, Rahman needs the income to pay for their 
education. The Rahman family now eat fish every other day, augmenting the animal 
protein they get daily from eggs and weekly from beef, mutton or chicken. A priority has 
been fitting every house surrounding the beel with a toilet to improve sanitation and 
public health. 
 
“Four years ago we started rearing silver carp and bighead carp fingerlings from 
hatchlings,” Rahman reports, adding that the society segregates fingerlings by size in its 
two ponds. “The nursery saves us $2,900 a year, and we sell some of our fingerlings to 
others.” 
 
More recently the society established a 1,000-square-meter fish sanctuary in the beel 
under a tangle of bamboo poles that provides shelter and renders nets useless. One result 
has been the proliferation of the small indigenous fish Notopterus. 
 
The society banks its income until a fair sum has accumulated. It deducts 30% of 
earnings for management costs (the society has three netting teams to avoid paying out 
this harvesting cost) and 10% to go into financial reserves before dividing the remaining 
60% equally among all member households. A major cost up front is the $1,220 the 
society pays to the government annually for the lease on the 25-hectare beel — a 
relatively steep rate that reflects the high competitive bids that the government receives 
from outsiders for a well-managed beel. A worry is that the lease expires in 2011. 
 
“The society was established back in 1981, but it couldn’t always keep access to the 
beel,” Rahman reports. “We reorganized and strengthened it for the project.” 
 
“This is an issue,” adds Benoy Kumar Barman, the CBFM Project coordinator. “The 
project worked to strengthen rights protection as well as improve production. What 



would be ideal, and what we argue for, is for the government to grant something like 
permanent tenure to groups that manage their fisheries well.”  
 
The nearby Kaffrikal Beel Community-based Fisheries Society recently learned the hard 
way how fragile their rights can be. A change in government and the dynamics of local 
influence brought into question the exclusive right of the society’s 171 households to fish 
in Kaffrikal Beel. The society leadership was told to stop, at least for the time being, even 
though its 10-year lease still had 3 years to run. 
 
The poorest members, who live by fishing alone and cannot afford to stop, started 
unauthorized fishing on their own, undermining the authority of the society and the 
morale of its members.  
 
“Before the project, there were fewer fish,” recalls Mohammad Abdul Gani, the society 
treasurer. “We did lots of stocking and established lots of sanctuaries, and especially this 
year there are many big fishing weighing 4 or 5 kilograms. That has attracted the interest 
of outsiders.” 
 
The Bangladeshi authorities have taken a keen interest in CBFM, recognizing the 
effectiveness and sustainability of placing natural resources under local control. 
Community support for fish sanctuaries and closed seasons has encouraged the 
government to adopt them as national policies. But, as Barman observes, that the 
unresolved case of Kaffrikal Beel illustrates the need for further policy changes, 
including longer leases oriented more toward continuity and sustainability than toward 
revenue collection. Only this will ensure that good fishery managers do not become 
victims of their own success. 
 
 


